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Abstract. This paper presents an architecture dedicated to the orchestration of high level abilities of a humanoid robot, such as a Pepper, which
must perform some tasks as the ones proposed in the RoboCup@Home
competition. We present the main abilities that a humanoid service robot
should provide. We choose to build them based on recent methodologies
linked to social navigation and deep learning. We detail the architecture,
on how high level abilities are connected with low level sub-functions.
Finally we present first experimental results with a Pepper humanoid.
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Introduction

Most of robotic architectures focus on a specific ability: autonomous navigation,
grasping, human-robot interaction, etc. Today, more and more applications and
professional or public contexts require a robot to be able to perform several tasks
with a high level of abstraction (help a human, execute a human order, serve
humans). While AI1 methods and technologies progress, expectations about service robotics are growing. This is particularly true in complex human-populated
environments [1]. In this context we aim to define software architectures that
orchestrate and combine different high level abilities and their sub-functions.
Each high-level ability is generally built on sub-functions, that we call also
low level tasks or controls. We can mention for instance path-planning computation, SLAM2 function, object and human detection, or speech output. In this
paper we present an architecture which is able to perform high level tasks that
require several skills: navigation in dynamic - human-populated - environments,
object detection, people detection and recognition, speech recognition, and task
planning. Interacting with humans and answering to their orders is a very large
and challenging problem. In this paper, as a first step, we limit our study to the
high-level tasks proposed in the RoboCup@Home competition, by focusing on
social navigation. These tasks are presented in the next section.
Our approach distinguishes two main levels. The first one is the ”decision”
level which selects the main high level task to do, and potentially in parallel.
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The second level is defined as a set of general tasks which are required in several
high level tasks. We organize this level in a limited set of generic tasks, which
are themselves built on sub-functions that can be shared.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the context of the
RoboCup@Home challenge and its relative tasks. We also discuss existing works
on robot software architectures. Then in Section 3 we give an overview of the
proposed architecture, before to detail in Section 4 how the General Behavior
Manager orchestrates the execution and selection of tasks. Section 5 details the
navigation strategy selection and Section 6 gives on overview of methodologies
used for human detection and interaction. Section 7 illustrates in details the
approach on a complex scenario, then Section 8 presents first results in the
RoboCup@Home challenge. Finally Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

Service robots and software architectures

We aim at developping software architectures and AI modules allowing mobile/humanoid robots to navigate in human-populated environments and to
carry out high-level tasks. In this context, we focus on tasks proposed in the
RoboCup@Home challenge3 , which requires to develop and to connect different
modules providing image analysis, decision making and learning, human-robot
interaction, and autonomous navigation. These modules must be orchestrated
in a whole architecture.
The scenarios driving our research concern mainly tour guide robots [2] and
waiter robots [3] which are variants of tasks proposed in the Robucup@Home
competition. For example, the cocktail party challenge of the RoboCup@Home
[4] consists for a robot to take orders during a private party in a flat. In order to
score, the robot has to find the room, ask guests about orders and give them to
the bartender located in another room. In order to fulfill this scenario, navigation skill and human-robot interaction skill (principally speech interaction) are
required. Other tasks are aimed, that are optional part of the challenge:
–
–
–
–
–

Navigate inside the cocktail party room to find calling guests to take order
Find a more discreet guest to take order
Find a missing order (drink) on a table or equivalent (object recognition)
Find back the guest concerned by the missing order (person recognition)
Be able to describe the guests to the bartender, so that it can correctly
distribute the orders in the cocktail party room (person description).

A major issue in the design of a robot architecture is to allow the robot to
fulfill high level objectives while dealing with a complex and dynamic environment. More precisely, the robot has to simultaneously sense the environment,
navigate and detect people to interact, and so on. This requires to define dedicated architectures able to orchestrate several tasks, mostly in parallel. Such an
issue requires to build behaviors over a middleware embedded in the robot. In
3
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Calisi et al. [5] authors showed that a lot of frameworks have been proposed for
robotics software development. More recently, Chitic et al. [6] have underlined
that ROS has become a classic middleware to support such a development, with
a rich library of functions. Other middlewares, as [7], focus on tasks description
language and life cycles. To build a generic architecture, we have chosen ROS as
middleware: we inherit the publish-subscribe way of communication, as well as
services and actions, and the manager of concurrent processes (or nodes). Our
objective is to propose a generic architecture, able to deal with high level tasks,
ie. not focusing on a specific task, scenario, or robot. Concerning software architectures dedicated to humanoids, there are, up to now, few generic solutions
to manage service tasks. We can mention the work of Natale et al. [8] dedicated
to the iCub, where the architecture is turned towards code generation, motor
control, and interfaces.
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Overview of the LyonTech architecture

Fig. 1. LyonTech Software Architecture Overview
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Our recent visual perception work: (a) gesture recognition [11]; (b) activity
recognition [12]

In this section we present the embedded AI software architecture of LyonTech’s
team, aiming at managing both high level decisions and low level tasks of Pepper. Figure 1 gives a general view of the proposal. It contains modules which
have been developed in different research work of the consortium, completed by
off-the-shelf modules which tackle standard tasks, as well as engineering bricks
interconnecting these modules.
On top, the General Behavior Manager works like an orchestrator and
gives orders to other blocks. Their combination allows to achieve high level tasks,
as detailed later. The architecture is organized in four principal functionality
blocks (cf. Figure 1), that we detail below.
The Robot Navigation Manager is in charge of localizing the robot and
allowing dynamic navigation (obstacles avoidance). It uses two sub-functions
which are the ROS Navigation layer and the ROS Mapping layer (ie. provided
by ROS).
Perception of the environment is performed by the Object Detection and
learning module, based on deep neural networks [9] and off-the-shelf modules
like YOLO-2 [10], which have been retrained and fine-tuned on additional data
which we collected specifically for the targeted tasks. Labeled object positions
are provided to other blocks. In addition, detailed human information such as
human activity, posture, and identity is provided by the complementary People
Detection Learning module.
All human-robot interactions are managed by the Robot Human Interaction block embedded in the robot. The robot also maintains a knowledge
database about its environment (humans, objects, and points of interest positions).
The last module, called the World Mapping, is in charge of mapping the
environment, including also semantic information, and relies on the ROS Mapping layer shared with the Robot Navigation Manager.
These modules are built on previous team’s work, which can be summarized
in four topics:
Perception: Our computer vision module brings knowledge in gesture recognition [11] and activity recognition [13], see illustrations in Fig. 2. These
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Fig. 3. Example of integration scenario including navigation and object recognition.

methods are capable of running on real time and have been integrated in
our platforms of mobile robots. Combined with object detection [10], this
allows us to be aware of the objects present in a room, their locations, as
well as the ongoing activities in this room (see illustration in Figure 3).
Motion planning and Decision making: This module aims to deal with motion planning in dynamic and uncertain environments, 2D mapping, and 2D
localization. We combine our work on autonomous navigation in crowded
environments (human-aware navigation) [14] with service delivery strategies
[3].
Human-Robot Interactions: We have been working for years on different
interactions with robots (from teleoperation to multi-robot orchestration
[15, 16]). The Naoqi SDK, provided by Softbank Robotics with the Pepper robot, gives a set of API that are mainly used for Robot and Human
interactions (speech recognition, text to speech, robot behavior feedbacks).
In order to highlight the robot activity, the Pepper tablet gives visual feedbacks (javascript framework). In the context of the RoboCup@Home we use
these different functionalities to give a user friendly interaction with robots
including Animations, Tablet, and Dialogues.
Integration: All components are integrated using the ROS middleware, which
is the base system of our robot. ROS offers the ability to connect a set of
programs through synchronous and asynchronous communication. Moreover,
by allowing a set of heterogeneous components (probes, actuators, services)
to communicate in a normalized way, processing program can be reused.
Figure 3 illustrates this work and its implementation with a Pepper robot.
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General Behavior Manager

The General Behavior Manager acts as an orchestrator of high level tasks. Four
main tasks are executed in parallel : Perception Task, Navigation Task, HRI
Task, and General Manager Task.
The General Manager task is in charge of loading a scenario description and
managing high level call of Perception, Navigation, and HRI tasks. Each task call
could interact synchronously or asynchronously with the General Manager Task.
This interaction is based on action as defined in ROS Architecture and leads
to a task state (pending, success, failure). The scenario description defines the
sequence and conditions of task calls including task timeout, multi-conditional
success, and target of the task (navigation point, dialogues, object to find, . . . ).
With the help of given ontologies, when a task failure occurs, the general
manager attempts to change the task target before retrying. As mentioned in
[17], ontologies can be used to select objects sharing same properties/usages. As
example, if the robot was asked to find a coke bottle, and if no one was found, the
general manager could provide the alternative target ”fizzy drink” (considered
as parent class of coke) to the perception task.

5

Navigation Strategy Selection

an

Fig. 4. Navigation Strategy selection

The main objectives of a social aware robot navigation is first to be safe
for people around him, to be safe for itself, and then to navigate as quickly as
possible while respecting social conventions. The targeted environment can be
composed of dynamic obstacles, populated and congested areas. To deal with
such constraints, we provide our robot with the ability to select a navigation
strategy compliant with the current environment. To optimize robot navigation,
we propose to maintain a context of the robot environment. To do so we
distinguish two main dynamic parameters, the human density in the environment
and the environment complexity (level of congestion). On one hand, with the
help of the built map, we are able to compute the obstacle density of an area.
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Once the area delimitation is done, a percentage of obstacle pixel in this area is
computed. With the combination of the color distribution entropy [18] we can
determine if an area contains a lot of obstacles and how they are distributed in
the targeted area. The higher the obstacle density and dispersion is, the higher
the probability to freeze the robot during navigation is. On the other hand, the
world mapping function helps to maintain the observed human locations into
a map. The area delimitation is then provided by segmentation following the
approach of [19].
As shown in Figure 4, maintaining different contexts into a map allows the
general manager to ask the navigation manager to select a navigation strategy
according to the goal to achieve and the context of the environment. The Navigation manager holds a set of navigation strategies. Each navigation strategy is
focused on different objectives:
– optimize the robot navigation to go as quickly as possible to the objective,
while being adapted to the environment.
– ensure a safe navigation including recovery mode in case of freezing (eg.
replay last command before robot freeze).
– optimize the robot navigation into populated environment (eg. by following
the human flow [14]).
When the General Behavior Manager needs a Navigation Task, a first path
is computed from the robot actual position A to the goal G. This path, A → G
is computed by the ROS navigation task service (make plan service). Once the
path is computed, the General Behavior Management get Context information
and associated areas. Regarding to the path A → G, crossed areas are considered
and become sub navigation goals Si . Then the General Behavior Management
ask for a navigation task according to the appropriated navigation strategy πi for
each sub goal until the goal is reached: A → S0 ,. . . ,Si−1 → Si ,. . . , Sn−1 → G.

6

Human Detection and Interaction

The interaction of the robot with close people requires that the robot can collect information about humans. To do so we build interaction abilities on different functionalities which are finally integrated (see Figure 5 Human Detection/Learning block):
– Human Detection: with the huge increase of the efficiency of Deep learning
based tools, detection of objects and people is quickly carried out using
standard RGB camera. For this purpose, we integrate the well known Yolo2 model [10] (in its original C++ “darknet” implementation) in order to
get estimates of bounding boxes centered on humans in the visual field.
– Human Identification (face detection): to allow interaction with human, it
is also required to recognize already met people. To tackle this problem,
we adapt a module of face recognition to our system. We use the method
provided by Adam Geitgey’s library4 .
4
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Fig. 5. People Perception processing organization

– Human pose: articulated pose provides important information for interaction
with humans. The openpose tools 5 are used to extract information about the
skeleton of each person, i.e. a set of body key point positions. In addition we
developed a function to determine main people poses like standing, sitting,
lying and hand call, by calculating the different key points relative positions.
Thanks to camera settings and pose, combined with human 2D normalized
data, we can estimate partial 3D pose of people. Therefore we can improve
the posture detection, estimate the depth, and discern the different people
groups.
– Human dominant color top/trousers: all different clues are important to
discriminate people. Using openpose and a dominant color detection we can
detect main colors of specific body position if available (we developed a ROS
node including a HSV color transformation and a K-mean color clustering).
– Human activities: we recognize complex human activities with our own
method, recently introduced, and which obtains state of the art performance
on standard datasets [13]. This method was specifically designed for robot
applications: it is capable of running in near time and requires only standard sensors, i.e. a single RGB camera, while at the same time outperforming
other methods, which use multiple modalities.
An additional process is required to track all these data/encountered humans. To do so we customize the world state estimator of detected object wire6 .
Wire provides a toolset to track various object attributes during the time. Object location, color and label can be tracked through various models including
Kalman Filter (e.g for position attribute), uniform distribution. All these tools
include a model of uncertainty to be robust in real situation. For this purpose,
5
6
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we customize world object model of wire to track human position according to
a defined Kalman filter and all additional labels (such as id, pose, activity, and
dominant color) through uniform distribution models.
With the help of this information, the General Manager updates the context
map. The people density of a given area could be computed and the navigation
strategies change according this update.

7

Step by Step Scenario Execution

In order to illustrate the behavior of our architecture, let’s see the execution of
an example of a general purpose robot scenario. The following scenario is aimed:
after the operator is found by the robot, the operator asks the robot to go to the
kitchen, to find Tom, and to say him a joke. First of all, with the existing map,
the World Mapping block provides to the General Behavior Manager a Context
including different room polygons with associated congestion level and people
density (0.5 by default).
The General Behavior Manager starts the 4 main tasks: Perception (using the
Object Detection/learning and People Detection/Learning blocks), Navigation,
HRI, and General Manager Task (GMT).
The GMT loads the targeted scenario, including sequences of executions and
task controls. The execution of this scenario is presented in table 1. In this table, gray rows refer to actions executed by the GMT itself and other rows to
task calls. Concerning the columns, the id refers to the sequence number of the
operation, the operation column to the type of general manager execution, the
task type column gives the name of the task called, the mode column can take
two values synchronous (Sync.) or asynchronous (ASync.). In the target column,
the inputs of the task call is set. Finally, The success conditions are defined by
the column of the same name.
After waiting the door is opened (1), the GMT computes sub goals and get
associated strategy to go to the living room (2). For each sub goal (3), the Navigation Task is called to go to the current sub-goal Si applying the associated
navigation strategy πi . When all Navigation Task succeeded, a Perception Task
is called to find a people (4). The GMT waits until a people is detected. After
that, it is asked to the operator to explain the mission to do (5). When achieved,
the GMT transforms the given information into a set of actions (6). After recomputing sub goals (7), the robot is asked to detect human around (8) and to
go to the kitchen (9). Note that during the robot navigation, human information
is collected and transmitted to the World Management Block. When the destination is reached, the GMT calls the World Management database to see if
there is a human in the kitchen (10). The robot asks to the human confirmation
about it’s identity (11). However, it is not Tom. The GMT tries to find a new
valid target by changing the level of abstract of Tom resulting into ”Human”
(12). After checking again if a human is still there (13), the robot tells a joke
(14).
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Table 1. Operation list of the General Manager (gray rows are GMT actions, others
are task calls)
id. Operation

Task Type Mode

Target

1

Loop until Success

Perception Sync.

Opened Door State=success

2

Make Path to living Room, Compute sub. goals Si , get navigation strategy πi

3

For all Si

Navigation Sync.

Si , π i

State=success

4

Loop until Success

Perception Sync.

Human

State=success

5

Wait Success

HRI

Ask for Goal State=success

6

Compute task list from results of task.id=5

7

Make Path to Kitchen, Compute sub. goal Si , get Navigation strategy πi

8

Loop until Success of task.id=9 Perception ASync. Human

State=success

9

For all Si

State=success

Sync.

Navigation Sync.

Si , π i

Success Condition

10 Call world management and check if human is in the kitchen
11 Wait Task End

HRI

Sync.

Ask for Name Result=Tom

12 In case of Failure get new HRI Task Target = Human
13 Call world management and check if human is in the kitchen
14 Wait Task End

8

HRI

Sync.

Tell a joke

State=Success

Experimental Evaluation

In order to experiment our architecture with a Pepper humanoid, we prepared
Pepper to be controlled by a PC with ROS. The gateway between ROS and the
Pepper robot has been customized and allow to gather Pepper sensor information
(RGBD data, laser information, odometry,..). The ROS Pepper navigation task
has been done with the ability to map the environment and avoid obstacles.
After comparing two object/people detection techniques (tensorflow Single Shot
Multibox Detector SSD and MobileNet, Darknet Yolo 2), the Darknet framework
with the Yolo 2 model gives currently better results concerning object detection.
Interaction between ROS and Naoqi Dialogue System has been made allowing
to test a simple general purpose robot service scenario: detect a people, ask for
a task, understand task ”Find Maria”, navigate to search people, and identify
the targeted people.
Preliminary results with these tasks can be shown in the video7 . In this
video, after introducing our research work on perception and navigation, a first
7
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experimental result with this scenario is shown. On the left side, the Robot
navigation is presented including map representation and simple object detection
from the robot side view. On the right side, results of object and people detection
are shown thanks to the Darknet framework and Yolo 2 model. Finally, in the
last part of the video, a simple general purpose robot service is presented.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we offered an overview of the architecture developped by the LyonTech team to target the SSPL RoboCup@Home competition with a Pepper
humanoid. After introducing the different AI modules we developed, we presented the architecture which allows to organize them. Then we detailed the
navigation strategy selection and the human detection blocks. Finally, we introduced first experimental results in a robot service scenario, including detection
of people, navigation and search for a person. The video presented in Section 8
illustrates the ability of the Pepper to manage such high level tasks. The next
step of this work is the evaluation of the architecture during the Social Standard Platform League (SSPL) competitions in Montreal, June 2018. This will be
helpful to analyze and improve the general orchestration and each sub-function.
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